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Bitdeal, a Leading Fintech Software Solutions Provider drops-ships solutions & services related to cryptocurrency, blockchain, DeFi and NFTs to transform many startups & enterprises across borders. We have already uplifted many firms to walk in the decentralized world along with success in each step.
What do We do?

Bitdeal is the experimenter of blockchain technology to create a decentralized ecosystem for businesses, enterprises, and startups. With our consecutive approach to develop industry-specific secured blockchain networks, we have become the trailblazers and have harnessed the power of blockchain technology for custom fintech software solutions as well as blockchain development. We Bitdeal bridges the gap between entrepreneurs and the fintech industry by providing complete end-to-end crypto based fintech & blockchain related solutions.
Problems We Focus

The problem of liquidity & transparency is being echoed loud in the crypto world. We Bitdeal focuses on diminishing the problems such as liquidity, scalability, security, transparency in any crypto business via the utilization of massive decentralized ledger, blockchain technology.
Our main motto is to uplift all the startups & enterprises that are facing challenges, through the application of blockchain technology. We provide services & solutions that eliminate the problems, reduce the risk, double the efficiency, and increase the revenue by decreasing the effort. We strive to create a completely transparent workflow nature in each & every business & industry.
Initially, “Bitcoin Exchange Script” was the main business module that defined Bitdeal, when it was launched in 2015.

Then, Bitdeal evolved as a cryptocurrency exchange development company offering solutions to launch centralized, decentralized, hybrid, p2p, derivative, DeFi exchange & so on.

Then We stepped into Blockchain development & developed ourselves for providing blockchain solutions such as private blockchain development, dapps, BasS & so on.

Now we have entered into NFT’s Space & started offering NFT Solutions ranging from Non Fungible Token Development to NFT Marketplace Development for Arts, Sports, Gaming and more.

And then we extended our services which then included Decentralized Finance related solutions & services.
Our Vision.

Being a Best Player in Crypto & Blockchain Space, Our Vision is to make this digital economy completely decentralized through the utilization of blockchain technology in real time applications.
Our Mission.

Our mission is to provide the best crypto and blockchain solution to eradicate the pain points in any business or industry that strives to make history in the crypto globe through the adoption of various trends & technologies.
Our Core Values

We Bitdeal pay complete attention for our client’s satisfaction and always open our ears for their requirements and demands. Our main strength is that we go ahead of the industry to make trends & revolutions. We always pronounce “YES” for implementation of new technology or innovation.

- Strong Knowledge In Crypto Industry
- Team Of Expert Blockchain Developers.
- Stick with the Crypto Trend.
- Continuous Research & Development
- Quick Adoption Of New Technologies.
- Making Results Beyond the Expectation
Our Presence In Blockchain Space

We Bitdeal always fly high in the crypto globe by being an early adopter of new innovation & technologies. When it comes to blockchain technology, we dive deep in leveraging this technology for any kind of business needs & industry verticals. Now We engage ourselves in offering services related to NFTs, DeFi and more.
Services We Provide

NFT Solutions
- NFT Development
- NFT Marketplace Development
- NFT Gaming Platform Development
- NFT Real Estate Marketplace Development
- NFT ART Marketplace Development
- NFTs for Collectibles.
- NFT Marketplace Development On Solana
- NFT Marketplace Development On Polygon.

DeFi Development
- DeFi Exchange Development
- DeFi Lending Platform Development
- DeFi Smart Contract Development
- DeFi Insurance Platform Development
- DeFi Staking Platform Development
- DeFi DApp Development
Bitdeal’s Services

Token Development
- Ethereum Token Development
- TRON Token Development
- NFT Development
- DeFi Token Development
- ICO Token Development
- STO Token Development

DApps Development
- Smart Contract Development
- Blockchain Gaming Development
Major Industries We Serve

- Health Care
- Supply Chain
- Ecommerce
- Gaming
- Transportation & Logistics
- Education
- Banking & Fintech
- Cyber Security
- Government
- Media & Entertainment
Blockchain Platforms We Work

- Ethereum
- EOS
- BSC
- Solana
- Polygon
- Cordano
- Hyperledger
- Stellar
- Multichain
- COSMOS
- Corda
- IPFS
- Minter
- TRON
Technology Stack

ReactJS
AngularJS
Codeigniter
NodeJS
Golang
MongoDB
CouchDB
Laravel
To Conclude

Unfolding our fathomless experience & successful journey in this blockchain powered digital globe is not so easy. Since we hope you have got an overview about our solutions & services. Join hands with Bitdeal to make a revolution.

Ready to work with us ? Feel Free to catch our experts anytime !